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Fulfilled commercial orders from 
individuals and companies. Most 
often it was layout of one-page 
sites, fixing current layout, edits 
and adding new components. 
Created adaptive and responsive 
design, in some cases mobile-
first. Worked with pixelPerfect for 
perfect pixel-to-pixel layout. For 
lendings I connected a simple 
backend like a feedback form, 
put the layout on wordpress. 

I was engaged in creation of 
lendings and multi-page layout 
from prototypes created in figma.  
Created components on react.JS, 
to build them into the structure of 
the application, corrected 
inaccuracies, found visual flaws 
and bugs in applications and 
layouts, corrected them. I put the 
layout on wordpress. 

Was engaged in development on Wordpress . In particular the theme Gem + 
page editor Elementor. My duties included communication with the designer 
and SMM , SEO specialists for search engine optimization of the site. I took the 
layout from the designer and handled its layout on wordpress using Elementor 
Page Editor plugin.  Sometimes I did classic layout html, scss, bootstrap.

You can see recommendations from my colleagues and 
my teacher, Professor of Computer Science Rukkas K.M. 
on my linkedIn profile.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/valdemarus21/

I am doing commerce and seeding development on magento 2. 

My responsibilities include creating layout using HTML, SCSS, Gulp with 
prototyping in AdobeXD. In addition to this I have also been involved in writing 
frontend business logic using jQuery (maintaining old code), Redux (writing new 
logic) and simple vanillaJS on which I implemented the interactivity and site 
interaction logic. Also, on top of that, I have some familiarity with magento 2 
and have done simple tasks like creating templates, layout of landing page on 
magento 2 etc.

I was engaged in writing documentation for the front-end part of the product . 

MAY22 - APRIL 23

upwork, weblancer

APRIL - JUL 23 

Digital Agency GB 
Travel, Kazahstan,

full-remote

(CONTRACT, PRODUCT)

JUL 23 - AUG 23 

Insoftex, Lvil

full-remote, part-time (PRODUCT)

AUGUST 23 - present

Amida Software , DNIPRO

hybrid, (PRODUCT)

Volodymir 
Harmash
front~end developer

21 years old,

Ukraine, Kyiv.

Ready to remote/
relocate/office

basic : html, css, js+es6, gulp/webpack, 
git&github, figma, AdobeXD,
advanced :

bootstrap, typeScript, react.js + reduxToolkit, 
jQuery,  php, magento 2, docker,  mongoDB,

restApi

tech skills / my

stack

V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, specialty 
mediacommunations. (in process 2020-2024)

USING STACK: HTML, CSS, 
SCSS, Figma, JS,

Gulp, npm, Wordpress, Git

USING STACK: Wordpress, PHP, 
SQL, Figma, HTML, JS, CSS, 
SCSS, Gulp, Git, Trello.

I also have extensive experience in using and writing solutions for interactivity using 
jQuery and plain JS, in particular, used such libraries :

nouislider, select2, lottieplayer, aos animate, gsap, leaflet, overlayscrollbarsJS, 
simplebarJS, swiperJS, i18n (translation) , handlebars (html templates)


  optimized a front-end build (Gulp.JS) by almost 
completely overhauling the build structure, integrated 
new plugins into it and it became 10x faster

 Integrated redux-toolkit on vanillaJS for dynamic 
rendering of elements without using React and other 
frameworks created my own collection of classes and 
functions that optimize rendering when changing 
component values and optimize it as much as possible. 

 rewrote most of the business logic on front-end side 
on redux-toolkit to optimize performance and create a 
full-fledged redux architecture.

 wrote endpoint documentation and documented the 
most important parts of the business logic work on the 
front-end side.

USING STACK: phpMyAdmin, Php, SQL, JS, SCSS (bootstrap), HTML, Figma. 

USING STACK: Linux, Docker, WSL,  JS, RequireJS (magento2 JS) , PHP, 
phpMyAdmin, SQL, Redux, Redux Toolkit + RTK Query + Redux Thunk,  jQuery, 
CSS, SCSS, HTML, Magento 2, RestAPI, Bootstrap 6, Gulp.JS, Webpack.
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